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Abstract—Todays science collaborations depend on reliable,
high performance networks, but monitoring the end-to-end per-
formance of a network can be costly and difficult. The most
accurate approaches involve using measurement equipment in
many locations, which can be both expensive and difficult to
manage due to immobile or complicated assets.

The perfSONAR [11] framework facilitates network mea-
surement making management of the tests more reasonable.
Traditional deployments have used over-provisioned servers,
which can be expensive to deploy and maintain. As scientific
network uses proliferate, there is a desire to instrument more
facets of a network to better understand trends.

This work explores low cost alternatives to assist with network
measurement. Benefits include the ability to deploy more re-
sources quickly, and reduced capital and operating expenditures.
We present candidate platforms and a testing scenario that
evaluated the relative merits of four types of small form factor
equipment to deliver accurate performance measurements.

I. INTRODUCTION

Networks are essential to modern research and educa-
tion [28]. Distance education requires stable network perfor-
mance to facilitate audio and video. Research innovation relies
on bulk data movement that is free of transmission errors and
plentiful bandwidth.

Almost all current research collaborations depend on stable
networks that are reliable and error free in order to be
successful. In fact, the average network user is generally
unaware of the specifics of why a network experience may
not go smoothly [30], but can detect deviation from their
expectations [34].

Initiatives such as the National Science Foundation’s Cam-
pus Cyberinfrastructure program [18] have brought new focus
to the plight of the state of R&E networks in the United
States. These programs have collectively invested $82 Million
via 170 awards in 46 states and territories [36]. The goal of
these programs is to upgrade and rethink network architectures
via the seminal work on the Science DMZ [23], as well
as to encourage network monitoring using tools such as
the perfSONAR Monitoring Framework [26] to better gauge
network performance, locate problems, and bring them to
faster resolution.

Ensuring end-to-end performance, e.g. observed from the
point of view of a network user, is complex even with
intelligent tools due to the complexity of the path [32]. The
environment features many layers [38] and different adminis-
trative domains, which can complicate the path and result in
a reduction in the overall performance. Debugging problems
of this nature is equally challenging, and requires knowledge
of a myriad of components: applications, communications
protocols, computational hardware, and network hardware, to
name several broad areas of focus.

Visibility into performance characteristics is crucial. Keep-
ing with the theme of Metcalfe’s Law, a monitoring in-
frastructure becomes more useful as the deployed instances
grow [33]. However, potential deployments need to keep the
costs associated with long term operation low in order to be
feasible for network operators. There is a need to ensure that
the initial cost and long term maintenance requirements of
network measurement equipment remains low, and usability
of the resulting framework remains high.

The difficulties in deploying and using network monitoring
software is being addressed by the perfSONAR project, which
has invested considerable resources into simplifying the task
of software deployment. Early incarnations required building
dedicated machines with a customized operating system. Re-
cent improvements [12] now facilitate deployment via a series
of software “bundles”: one of which is specifically targeted
towards use on “low cost” hardware offerings. The rationale
is simple: if the software is easy to deploy and maintain
on inexpensive resources, the number of these resources will
grow and benefit the original deployment site as well as the
community at large. Responding to community feedback, the
project is addressing the desire for operation on devices with
a price point of around $200 [21].

However, simplifying the software is only one part of the
deployment issue. For large scale deployments which will have
many test instances, we must ensure that low cost resources
used in this environment will offer observations that are free
of self-inflicted error and are designed to be free of internal
bottlenecks. Additionally, the resources must be capable of
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continuous operation for a number of years, otherwise the
investment, no matter how small it may be, will be wasted. We
investigated whether single board technologies, also referred
to as Small Form Factor (SFF) machines employing the Micro,
Mini, Nano, or Pico ITX motherboard technology, might be
capable of being used for network measurement.

This paper presents several options with an evaluation
to better understand the choices of available hardware for
network performance measurement activities. Starting with a
selection of hardware offerings, we show a comparison of
cost, performance, maintenance, and overall usability when
deploying a network measurement infrastructure. We describe
our comprehensive study of perfSONAR operation on these
devices in several pragmatic environments. We conclude with
some preliminary guidance on purchasing and maintaining a
deployment of inexpensive testing resources.

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section II
discusses similar measurement projects, and how they re-
late to this experimentation. Section III talks about network
measurement preliminaries, and Section IV discusses possible
deployment strategies. Section V describes our experiments
plan as part of the SC15 SCinet [14]. Section VI offers
commentary on the observed results after the deployment
was tested within the SCinet [15] infrastructure. Section VII
discusses the experience and outlines future work by the
perfSONAR project and similar community efforts.

II. RELATED WORK

Deployment of network testing resources is a well re-
searched topic. In [20], the authors perform a comprehensive
review of available technologies, many of which are targeted
towards a broad deployment of dedicated devices. These
projects have a common goal to better understand network
traffic from the point of view of an end user, as well as to lo-
cate and fix architectural bottlenecks. Many of these solutions
are inexpensive, meeting at least some of the criteria that drove
our current work. Some of these solutions are designed to be
black boxes, with little programmatic interaction or insight
into the underlying reasons for why the results of a test are as
good, or as poor, as reported.

Many small node solutions are geared toward the home
user, and are not designed (or capable) of handling the higher
speeds and requirements of the Research and Education (R&E)
network infrastructure, which is our focus area. Few of these
measure network throughput, which is required for our work,
and instead focus on traceroutes or ICMP measurement data.
These related projects include:

• BISmark [35] is a platform to perform measurements of
Internet Service Provider (ISP) performance and traffic
inside home networks. This device functions as a tradi-
tional broadband router, performing normal functions in
addition to periodic network performance measurements
of throughput and latency.

• RIPE Atlas [19], [27] is a global network of probes
that measure Internet connectivity and reachability, and
is primarily deployed by home users to provide an
understanding of the state of the commercial Internet (not
R&E networks) in real time.

• NetBeez [6] is a product designed for network managers
primarily interested in early fault detection and quick
troubleshooting of networks, primarily in a LAN, not
a WAN, environment. Via broad deployment of small
network monitoring agents at each office, it is possible
to quickly detect and fix network and application issues
at that scale.

• CAIDA deploys and maintains a globally distributed
measurement called Archipelago (Ark) [25], based on the
Raspberry PI platform [13]. This infrastructure is formed
by distributing hardware measurement devices with geo-
graphical and topological diversity, but is not collecting
throughput data due to limitations in the hardware.

Each of these approaches offers an inexpensive platform,
easy integration with a proprietary central management sys-
tem, and the ability to collect a variety of measurements. An
unfortunate downside is the lack of ability to federate instances
that span different domains of control or easily share results
for visualization and analysis.

perfSONAR is designed to provide federated coverage of
paths using common network tools that are accessible via
a common API. It can help to establish end-to-end usage
expectations. There are 1000s of perfSONAR instances de-
ployed world wide, many of which are available for open
testing of key measures of network performance. This global
infrastructure helps to identify and isolate problems as they
happen, making the role of supporting network users easier for
engineering teams, and increasing productivity when utilizing
network resources.

It is desirable to adopt a solution that integrates easily with
this global framework, knowing that we can use it to address
local and remote performance observations. The perfSONAR
approach differs from other frameworks because:

• Each probe is individually owned and operated;
• Federation of resources, within and between domains, is

available by default;
• “Open” testing and data access policies may be set by

the local sites;
• The software is designed to work on commodity hard-

ware;
• There are several broad possibilities for use: end-users,

network operators, and application developers.

By adopting perfSONAR as the measurement software, it is
also possible to integrate into other real-time debugging frame-
works such as OnTimeDetect [22], Pythia [29], or UNIS [24].

There is ongoing work examining the use of very small
nodes, such as the Raspberry Pi [13] or BeagleBone [1] with



perfSONAR distributions installed on them [37]. However, we
focused on links that needed to be tested at close to 1 Gigabits
per second (Gbps), which is beyond the capability of this type
of hardware.

III. BACKGROUND AND METHODOLOGY
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Fig. 1. Layers of Performance

To accurately measure performance of the underlying net-
work infrastructure, it is crucial to remove imperfections
caused by the measurement device. This is traditionally done
by ensuring that the measurement infrastructure is performing
at peak efficiency in terms of both the hardware and software.
It is possible to compensate for experimental error that the
test infrastructure introduces to the resulting measurement if
enough information is available, although this adds significant
complexity to the environment.

As part of the measurement functionality of perfSONAR,
the tools can estimate an error range for latency and through-
put. These calculations are based on the complete end-to-end
picture, as shown in Fig 1, and are not indicative of any one
one component. It is challenging to know precisely which
factor on the end to end path (the end hosts, the software, the
intermediate network devices, the protocols, etc.) is causing
any form of error, but the error can be used as a confidence
interval when evaluating the final result.

Care has been taken to optimize the perfSONAR software
platform at both the operating system and application layers to
ensure that these are always operating at peak efficiency. Tools
will always give more accurate measurements of network
behavior if they are not bottlenecked by the measurement
devices themselves, either hardware or software. Since the
software product is designed to run on commodity hardware,
the initial hardware choices have a large impact on resulting
measurement. In practice, the performance of the hardware
is a function of the design and cost characteristics. We con-
sider three classes of hardware: traditional servers, virtualized
environments, and low cost hardware.

A. Server Class Hardware

In the world of computing a “server” is often distinguished
as a device that is capable of providing service to multiple
clients simultaneously. The hardware used is often more
powerful and reliable than standard personal computers, and
thus capable of more intense activities over a longer period of
time. Modern servers feature an architecture that can support
a single or multiple processors, with fast clock speeds, on a
motherboard that can support communication with peripherals.
The main memory is measured in Gigabytes, and can support
the needs of the operating system and concurrent service
requests. Network interfaces may range in size from 1 to 100
Gbps.

The bottlenecks of this computing architecture occur in four
common places:

• Processor Speed and Availability: A single stream of
TCP can only be bound to a single processor core. The
performance you achieve with a software measurement
tool will always be limited by the performance of the
CPU. A system may have many other tasks to do si-
multaneously in a multi-threaded environment, thus is is
highly beneficially to have a CPU with a high clock speed
and multiple cores available for system operation.

• Contention for system bus: The system bus handles all
communication between peripherals. If there are other
devices that are using this limited resource during a
measurement, the background noise can impart additional
error.

• Improper tuning of Network Interface Card (NIC):
Modern NICs feature processors on-board that can at-
tempt to offload the task of network communication
away from the main CPU. Knowing the performance
characteristics of the NIC is important, and how it will
interact with the system as a whole.

• Memory Speed and Availability: Most network test
tools are “memory” based testers, meaning they create,
store, send, and receive directly from the main memory
of a system. If the memory is slow in relation to the CPU,
bus, or NIC, it will become a bottleneck in testing.

In most cases server class hardware is able to perform at or
near “line rate”, i.e. the maximum throughput given protocol
overhead, due to the nature of the components. Tuning of the
operating system and components can result in moderate gains
over a standard configuration.

B. Virtual Hardware

In computing, the act of “virtualization” refers to creating
a virtual (rather than physical) version of computing com-
ponents. This approach is not new, and has proliferated in
computing since the 1960s when large shared resources (i.e.
mainframe computers) were divided up to support multiple
users. Modern virtualization focuses on delivering clonable



environments that are identical to a physical resource, emu-
lating a complete hardware and software stack through the
dedication of a small number of physical resources.

However, when used in a network measurement environ-
ment, virtualization can strongly affect the accuracy and
stability of measurements, particularly those that are sensi-
tive to environmental considerations on a host or operating
system. perfSONAR was designed to“level the playing field”
when it comes to network measurements by removing host
performance from the equation as much as possible. The use
of virtualized environments can introduce unforeseen compli-
cations into the act of measurement.
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Fig. 2. Virtual Layers of Performance

As shown in Fig 2, additional layers are added to the end-
to-end measurement. These additional layers impart several
challenges:

• Time Keeping: Some virtualization environments imple-
ment clock management as a function of the hypervisor
(i.e. software that manages the environment) and virtual
machine communication channel, rather than using a
stabilizing daemon such as NTP [31]. This could mean
time skips forward, or backward, and is generally unpre-
dictable for measurement use.

• Data Path: Network packets are timed from when they
leave the application on one end, until arrival in the
application on the other end. The additional virtual layers
add latency, queuing, and potentially packet ordering or
transmission errors, to the calculation.

• Resource Management: Virtual machines share the
physical hardware with other resources, and may be
removed (“swapped”) from physical hardware to allow
other virtual machines to run as needed. This exercise of
swapping virtual resources could impart additional error
measurement values that may only be seen if a long
term view of data is established and matched against
virtualized environment performance.

These challenges show up in the resulting measurement and
can often be difficult to fully justify, even with the availability

of error estimation. For these reasons, virtual measurement
platforms are not encouraged for the type of deployments we
use to gain a full understanding of network performance.

C. Low Cost Hardware

Thus far two extremes have been presented: dedicated
hardware capable of line rate performance that comes with a
large investment in hardware and maintenance, and virtualized
shared resources that are inexpensive to deploy and maintain,
but do not deliver on performance goals.

A third option is the use of single-board computers. These
are not a new innovation, the first of which appeared at the
dawn of personal computing [17]. Small Form Factor (SFF)
personal computers, e.g. those that were smaller than the
Micro-ATX, became popular in the latter part of the 2000s.
Utilizing commodity processors found in consumer electron-
ics, such as cell phones, it was possible to construct small,
cost effective, devices for common computing tasks such as
serving media files or controlling stand-alone hardware and
software tasks. Coupled with the release of Linux distributions
complied specifically for these computing architectures, these
devices have proliferated [1], [3], [13].

Indeed the SFF environment has grown quickly, which
is both a blessing and a curse. Currently it is possible to
purchase a turn-key device for less than $200 that promises
1Gbps network speeds and computing power similar to PC.
These devices offer dedicated resources, a step better than
virtualization, but may feature some of the same types of
bottlenecks, if not orders of magnitude worse, then in their
larger server-class relatives. In particular, the shared system
bus, single core processor with a slower clock speed, and
limited memory footprint are all reasons for concern when
it comes to network measurement.

There are many available options in this space given the
current size and growth pattern, so it is not feasible to examine
all of them. However, in the next section we detail guidance on
the broad requirements that will lead to accurate and reliable
network measurement activities and discuss several options.

IV. DEPLOYMENT SCENARIOS

When planning the deployment of a measurement frame-
work, the most important factor is to position measurement
equipment along highly utilized paths. This principle holds
true for deployments that span a continent, a region, or a cam-
pus. Having measurement equipment along critical junctions
makes them more useful for ensuring performance or during
a debugging exercise.

As an example of a continental scale network, the En-
ergy Sciences Network (ESnet) [2] is a high-performance,
unclassified network built to support scientific research. ESnet
provides services to more than 40 Department of Energy
(DoE) research sites, including the entire National Laboratory
system, its supercomputing facilities, and its major scientific



instruments. ESnet maintains measurement equipment that
supports throughput and latency tests at ESnet points of
presence (PoPs) as well as near the site network boundary
of many DoE facilities for a total of nearly 60 locations. The
ESnet measurement resources are high-end servers. Each of
the 60 measurement resources are connected to the ESnet
network via a top-of-rack switch. The throughput measurement
equipment are also connected via 10Gbps fiber connections to
the hub/site router at each PoP. The initial capital expenditure
investment into measurement hardware totaled approximately
$300, 000. That number does not include ongoing support or
refresh expenses.

Not all networks span an entire continent. KENET [5],
the Kenya Education Network, is Kenya’s National research
and education network. KENET connects facilities through-
out the country to the leading internet exchanges. Work-
ing with partners International Networks at Indiana Univer-
sity (IN@IU) [4] and the Network Startup Resource Center
(NSRC) [7], KENET researched and deployed components of
an 11 node measurement infrastructure using a low-cost server
solution as shown in Fig 3. The measurement equipment was
designed to be a lower price point, costing around $10, 000,
than an over-provisioned server and more stable than a SFF
device.

Fig. 3. KENET Network

Networks that span a small physical area, e.g. a single
campus or those joined via metro area connectivity, can also
benefit from having a smaller scale monitoring infrastructure
in place. At the Pennsylvania State University [16], the Real-
Time Measurement (RTM) service continuously monitors and
measures the University Enterprise Network (UEN) to identify
issues and enhance performance [9]. Within each of the 23
campus locations there are numerous network PoPs. Each
campus is home to a dedicated full scale server used to
measure parameters that characterize network performance

back to the main campus.
As a part of an NSF Campus Cyberinfrastructure award,

the campus is working toward core network upgrades, resilient
paths, and a Science DMZ, as shown in Fig 4. The updated
design features additional SFF devices at key intersections.
These additional measurement resources will enable testing
along any section of the path associated with the end to end
performance across the multi-campus system. This deployment
highlights using the right resource in the right setting: full scale
servers for the heavily used connections, and smaller, cheaper
nodes to pull out additional information, with more flexibility,
wherever needed. The SFF nodes may also be used to provide
extra information on demand as part of the network debugging
process.

Fig. 4. Penn State Network

V. QUANTIFICATION AND EXPERIMENTATION

To better understand the feasibility of deploying SFF mea-
surement equipment in a network measurement infrastructure,
an experiment was devised to validate several varieties during
operation of a large scale network that mixed both enterprise
and research traffic profiles. A set of criteria was established
to compare the relative merits of each platform when running
perfSONAR measurement components as they operated for
approximately a week under typical working conditions.

A. Environment

The 27th annual International Conference for High Perfor-
mance Computing Networking, Storage, and Analysis (SC)
was held in Austin, TX in November of 2015. SCinet is the
conferences dedicated high performance research network. It
is the fastest and most powerful network in the world, built
by volunteer expert engineers from industry, academia, and
government for the duration of SC: just over one week. SCinet
network traffic peaked at more than 500Gbps, supporting high-
performance research demos, wireless traffic for over 6000 si-
multaneous wireless clients daily, and connected meeting room
connections over 89 miles of optical fiber. This environment,



pictured in Fig 5, was chosen as a crucible for SFF testing due
to the magnitude of the measurement challenge, along with the
at-scale qualities of the network.

A total of 18 SFF resources were targeted for deployment
locations within the SCinet infrastructure. These locations
were chosen to cover several use cases:

• Near the demarcation of the SCinet network within the
conference center;

• Within the core infrastructure, where all traffic traverses
upon entry, egress, or transit; and

• Near key locations of congestion for the wireless and
wired client connections.

We selected 4 types of SFF hardware to evaluate for
deployment, all with a price point below $200. Note we
did not include Raspberry Pi or equivalent equipment in
this experimentation, as a design criteria was that each node
would be able to test close to 1Gbps of throughput. The four
evaluated technologies were:

• 3 BRIX by GigaByte, model GB −BXBT − 2807;
• 9 LIVA by ECS, model batMINI 1;
• 3 NUC by Intel, model NUC5CPY H; and
• 3 ZBOX by ZOTAC, model CI320nano.
Each instance was configured to mimic a traditional perf-

SONAR testing resource built on top of a supported Linux
platform. Of the initial 18 total machines, 6 of the devices ex-
perienced issues during transit (likely due to poorly connected
components coming lose from jostling) or during operation.
Due to this, 12 machines were deployed and organized into
a single “mesh” where each resource tested against all other
nodes to provide a full set of measurements.

B. Evaluation criteria

To fully evaluate the SFF performance, we considered sev-
eral factors related to the physical qualities of the devices, their
overall performance, and their ability to be easily integrated
and maintained over a period of time. The following factors
were evaluated for each:

• Usability
– Unit Cost: The total cost to purchase all components

(case, power supply, board, processor, memory, stor-
age, and basic peripherals such as networking). Some
devices were sold “as is”, others required purchasing
additional components.

– Operating System Support: The operating systems
that are known to work for the hardware platform,
along with any abnormalities with device support.

– Hardware Capabilities: The number of cores, along
with the clock speed, of the Central Processing Unit.
The amount of memory available. The capacity of the
NIC.

1This model is no longer in production, and has been replaced by newer
X and X2 models

– Power Delivery: The mechanism for power delivery:
external brick or enclosed in the device.

– Ease of Installation: A subjective evaluation on the
process to assemble (if required), install, and config-
ure each tester.

– Ease of Operation: A subjectively evaluation of the
process to use and maintain each tester.

• Performance
– Observed Throughput: Observed average throughput

versus the maximum interface capacity.
– NTP Synchronization: Ability to measure time accu-

rately and precisely.
– Device Stability: Does not introduce jitter or other

systematic error into measurements.
These factors are not a panacea, but provide a useful metric

for the feasibility of SFF as measurement infrastructure on
deployments large and small.

C. Usability results

Table I discusses the results of the usability survey. Factors
are rated between 1 and 3 stars, with 3 being the best. Several
trends emerged during testing:

• The LIVA devices experienced the greatest number of
issues during testing. They were only able to support
a single operating system, which limited functionality.
Driver support for peripherals, including an issue ob-
served with SELINUX, remained a problem during test-
ing. Additionally, it it required a larger external power
source (delivered via a brick, although 5V USB is a
possibility) and that a keyboard and monitor be present
at bootup, e.g. “headless” operation was not possible as
in other testers.

• The BRIX and NUC both required the use of a larger
external power source (that caused plug blocking), but
were stable and straightforward to assemble.

• The ZBOX had a standard grounded power cable and
required no assembly.

D. Performance results

Table II discusses the results of the performance survey.
Factors are rated between 1 and 3 stars, with 3 being the best.
Data analysis revealed several trends. Overall these devices,
when operating and reporting data, showed fairly similar
results and achieved acceptable throughput, in aggregate. One
BRIX and one NUC device reported lower average throughput.
Investigation at the time of collection could not find a fault in
configuration of the device or network, thus the reason why
these two individual machines would report lower performance
remains unsolved.

As previously noted, there were many instances of mechani-
cal and software failure for the tested devices. These included:

• Several LIVA devices were damaged during transit (in a
padded bag for shipment) to the event and could not be
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installed. Others were configured, but ceased to respond
after a number of days. Investigation found that they had
not booted properly due to a lack of a keyboard and
monitor (e.g. “headless” operation was not functional).

• A BRIX device was configured before the event, but
would not respond to credentials upon deployment. Mem-
ory corruption during transit was assumed.

• 2 different BRIX devices reported significant TCP packet
loss when testing to one another, and little to no TCP
packet loss to all other nodes. Investigation at the time
could not determine if this was related to the path or the
configuration.

• 2 ZBOX devices were never capable of testing to each
other, but tested to all other devices without issue. In-
vestigation was inconclusive regarding a cause, although
configuration could not be ruled out as a possibility.

VI. UNDERSTANDING THE RESULTS

After evaluation of the results in Section V, we detail
the following several key findings regarding this hardware.
Universal findings are:

• Each of the small nodes may be inherently more fragile
and cheaply constructed than a server. The price is an
attractive option that may outweigh the durability.

• Hardware and operating system interaction is still chal-
lenging, due to rapid changes in design and support.

• Prices fluctuate widely for the SFF devices the authors
tested in the weeks before and after purchase.

Model availability continues to expand, and there will al-
ways be newer, smaller, faster devices available on the market.
This testing hopes to assist in selecting models or even help
to determine if these SFF nodes are the right choice for your
organization.



Model Cost OS Number of Cores Power Install Operation
BRIX $99 Base; CentOS & Dual-core Power brick Requires tools As expected

< $200 as tested Debian or 5V USB
LIVA $160 Debian only; Dual-core Power brick Snap together Boot issues;

Driver Issues Hardware failures
NUC $130 Base; CentOS & Dual-core Power brick Requires tools As expected

< $200 as tested Debian
ZBOX $125 Base; CentOS & Quad-core Grounded cord Tool-free As expected

< $200 as tested Debian assembly
TABLE I

USABILITY RESULTS

Model Throughput NTP Stability
BRIX > 900Mbps average, one unit No NTP Sync issues found Two units reported significant

reported 725Mbps average TCP packet loss
LIVA > 800Mbps average, found to No NTP Sync issues found Several units inexplicably halted during operation

be processor limited or showed damage due to poor manufacturing
NUC > 900Mbps average, one unit No NTP Sync issues found No errors reported

reported 845Mbps average
ZBOX > 900Mbps average No NTP Sync issues found No errors reported

TABLE II
PERFORMANCE RESULTS

A. BRIX

The BRIX by Gigabyte was found to be a solid performer
in the tests. The device was found to support both CentOS
and Debian operating systems. There are different processor
options available, both are Intel Celeron Processors, either a
1.58GHz or 2.16GHz dual core. As tested the unit retails for
$99, and required additional components bringing the total to
around $200. This was found to be a good middle of the road
tester, despite some of the observations for performance of
certain units.

B. LIVA

The LIVA by ECS was the smallest, most inexpensive (at
around $160), and least feature rich device that was tested. The
hardware was found to only support the Debian operating sys-
tem, and in particular only supported one variant that featured
a specific driver that supported the flash memory. The build
quality was questioned, given the number of units that did
not boot upon arrival, or failed during operation. The inability
to operate without a keyboard and monitor was considered a
major flaw in operation. The under powered processor limited
usefulness as a throughput tester. The device was found to
have a low power draw at 15W, which makes it a candidate
for for Power over Ethernet (PoE). It is recommended for
deployments that require an extremely low price point and
need only limited test capability.

C. NUC

The NUC by Intel was also found to be a solid performer
in the tests, and a good value for the money. Like the BRIX
described in Section VI-A, the NUC supported both CentOS
and Debian operating systems and retails for $130, but with
additional components the cost is around $200. There are

different processor options available, both are Intel Celeron
Processors, either a 1.6GHz or 2.16GHz dual core. The
positive aspects of this tester were that it featured a well
known manufacturer and did not experience any unexplained
mechanical failures.

D. ZBOX

The ZBOX by Zotac performed best across the board
and featured the most conveniences, including several USB
ports and no assembly required. There are different processor
options available, both are Intel Celeron Processors, either a
1.8GHz or 2.16GHz quad core. The processor has the highest
stability and performance of measurements for all testers.
The device supported both CentOS and Debian operating
systems and retails for a base price of $125. Including required
additional components raises the price to just under $200.

VII. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

With the growing dependence on high performance net-
works to support collaborative research, there is a need for
extended networking monitoring in order to ensure good per-
formance. Historically, this has been challenging for both soft-
ware deployment and hardware cost issues. The perfSONAR
suite of tools offers a solution to the former problem, and in
this paper we address possible approaches to the second.

Our experience with Small Form Factor (SFF) technology
emphasizes the need to consider many factors when selecting a
test environment, including but not limited to cost, deployabil-
ity, management, and measurement accuracy. Different settings
will require an emphasis on different aspects, but all of them
impact the end goal of usefulness in debugging problems and
ensuring performance.



In the pragmatic setting of SCinet, we evaluated SFFs
including BRIX, LIVA, NUC, and ZBOX, although acknowl-
edge that the offerings in this space are numerous. We found
that although slightly cheaper than the others in price, the
need for the LIVA to have a keyboard and monitor at boot
time was very limiting when it came time for the actual
deployments, and it only supported a single variant of Debian.
LIVA machines also had numerous failures during the week.
The BRIX were more reliable, but also had two nodes with
significant stability issues over the week. The NUC had
some operational issues and also variable results when testing
throughput. Overall the ZBOX, with its stability and quad core
design (as well as the tool-free assembly) seemed to be best
suited for our environment.

Going forward, there are many additional hardware offer-
ings currently available, and prices change even more rapidly.
This evaluation is only the first of many, and other community
efforts [8], [10] continue to test state of the art technology
offerings to answer questions about network performance.
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